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between the "bright gods of day and the powers of
darkness; we are taught why men suffer, and how they
may be healed. In the inner moral significance of the
plot, then, we must look for the chief element of great-
ness. Nor is it fanciful to regard the play in this way,
as if we were seeking for allegory or mystical interpre-
tations ; for the poet clearly treated his subject so, and
meant his audience to receive it. The moral^m^nirig
of events is traced continuously, and openly expressed.
The reader will be able to judge for himself of the
value of the answer which ^schylus gives to the great^
question of thej3.rigmj>f evil. How far does his solu-
tion fail in the several points, which it attempts ? Does
it correspond with the facts? Does it justify God1?
Does it cheer man'? Out of the depth of heathen
darkness, from among the idols and the impure rites
of pagan Greece, there comes up a gleam of light—
light of explanation, light of reproof, light of encourage-
ment. "What is it worth ? Does it seem to be a faint
remnant of some old revelation, diluted, refracted, dis-
coloured, but still a remnant of the truth ? Or is it a
spark of promise—a beginning which is to burst into
fuller light some day ? This question is surely most
important. If we consider how much modern Europe
owes to these Greeks who applauded ^Eschylus, we
cannot but inquire with the deepest interest _into the
degree and character of their^ moral jejilightenment.
Sncl on this point no information is more valuable
than that which the tragedians gj.ye us; and this Tri-
Hlogy is, of all tragedies, the most instructive.
Once more, tcTcoSsider the main drift of these plays.

